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Mayor Jack Hoffman called the special City Council meeting to order at 6:01 p.m. on April 
24, 2012, in the City Council Chambers, 380 A Avenue.  
Present: Mayor Hoffman, Council Moncrieff, Councilors Tierney, Kehoe, Gudman, 

Olson, and Jordan. 
Staff Present: David Donaldson, City Manager; Brant Williams, Assistant City Manager; 

Jordan Wheeler, Assistant to the City Manager; Jane Blackstone, Economic 
Development Manager; David Powell, City Attorney; Cate Schneider, City 
Recorder; Christine Kirk, Public Affairs Manager; Evan Boone, Deputy City 
Attorney; Erica Rooney, Assistant City Engineer; Anthony Hooper, 
Management Analyst; Guy Graham, Public Works Director; Ursula Euler, 
Finance Director; Denny Egner, Assistant Planning Director 

Consultants Present:  Matt Brown and Dike Dame, Williams, Dame & White (WDW); Nick 
Popenuk and Lorelei Juntunen, ECONorthwest; Elaine Howard, Elaine 
Howard Consulting, subcontractor to ECONorthwest; Ralph Tahran, 
Foothills Citizens Oversight Committee 

  
2. ROLL CALL 

3.  COUNCIL BUSINESS 

3.1 Foothills Development Alternatives 

Mr. Williams stated that the meeting would review the next steps of the Foothills Redevelopment 
and the Foothills Framework Plan. As part of the Pre-Development Agreement between the City, 
property owners, and the developer Williams, Dame & White, there were some essential conditions 
that needed to be met for the Framework Plan. The streetcar was one of those elements, and it is 
no longer part of the Plan. As part of the Pre-Development Agreement, there was an evaluation 
period to look at viable alternatives to not having that element included in the planning process. 
Staff and consultants have spent the past approximately 90 days working to develop alternatives. 
Today is the end of the evaluation period. Hopefully an agreement can be reached by the City and 
Williams, Dame & White. The Council is being asked to agree to move forward with refining an 
alternative that staff and consultants would bring back with more detail, probably in June.  

ECONorthwest has done some review of the alternatives to determine financial feasibility. Ms. 
Juntunen is here to address that portion of the report. Jerry Johnson of Johnson & Reed reviewed 
market assumptions associated with the evaluation. Staff and consultants feel there’s good 
rationale for accepting one of the three concepts that were developed, that is Concept B, and 
refining that, working with the Foothills Citizens’ Advisory Committee (CAC) and the Oversight 
Committee to come up with a draft revised Framework Plan. Mr. Brown, of Williams, Dame & 
White, will review the three alternatives. 

Mr. Brown thanked the Council for the schedule extension. The extra thirty days helped make sure 
the right information was available to present. 
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The issue is to understand and agree that there is a viable path that’s worth pursuing. If there is, 
staff and consultants will be back within the next six weeks to revise the Framework Plan adopted 
in November and later with the post-plan amendments. All of this can be done within the original 
budget. 

Staff and consultants analyzed three different alternatives, and they are all viable. They have 
differing degrees of performance, and there are differences. They are recommending Concept B. It 
is most consistent with the original vision, and tends to have the best financial performance. 

What has changed, without the streetcar, is that the district is auto oriented. Parking ratios were 
adjusted, among other things. Changes to the development assumptions are outlined. Those 
assumptions run through all three alternatives. Development yields have been decreased by 15-
17%. That translates to $100 million-$170 million. On page 9 in the packet, there is a substantial 
portion of the South District that staff feels is not likely to be developed in the next 20 to 25 years 
without a streetcar as catalyst. The Garden District is likely to stay the same, and the use of 
Oswego Village Center as a neighborhood commercial center rather than as part of a mixed use 
development. On page 10, a table compares the Adopted Framework Plan to the three concepts.  

Concept A was essentially taking the adopted plan from November and removing the streetcar. It 
maintains the northern portal access from Terwilliger, and it maintains the Willamette Steps leading 
from downtown into the Foothills District. There is essentially the same block structure in the north. 
In the southern part of the district, not a lot will happen. 

Concept B takes a different approach to the northern end of the district. If there is a northern portal 
required, the project will look at the D/E intersection. That can be phased. The Willamette Steps 
are still part of that, with more greenspace, and similar assumptions in the south. 

Concept C keeps much of the infrastructure the same. Foothills Road remains in its current 
location. The Willamette Steps hook into the Kincaid Curlicue that’s there today. The more urban 
form found in A and B is not created; development happens on its own in a less coordinated 
manner. Surface parking could be incorporated within this approach in some areas. It could occur 
within the floodplain rather than out of the floodplain, which would reduce fill volume. 

The Concepts were created so staff and consultants could do financial analysis on the different 
approaches to understand how they might perform. The Sources and Uses Table on page 15 
shows the costs stepping down. Federal, state, and regional funds are associated with the north 
portal. Since there are other stakeholders for Highway 43, it is probably appropriate to look for 
other funding sources. Optional projects are broken out. They are not as directly tied to catalyzing 
redevelopment in the district, but could be great amenities in terms of achieving urban design goals 
for the district. Private investment amounts are highlighted. 

Councilor Kehoe asked why the urban renewal overhead and administration jump so much on 
Concept C when the total dollars are less. Overhead and administration jumps $600,000, but the 
total cost goes from $38 million to $32 million. Mr. Popenuk indicated that is a typo, and should be 
about $4.1 million. 

Mayor Hoffman wanted to know how realistic Concept B was when it talks about asking for $3.8 
million, and how likely the funding would be to come through. Mr. Brown indicated there are three 
or four different organizations the City could obtain the $3.8 million from. It could be economic 
development money, ODOT, Metropolitan Transportation System Planning (MTIP), and others. Mr. 
Williams indicated that given the return on this project and the amount of private investment that 
would occur, $3.8 million is a relatively modest request for funds given what’s out there. Similar 
projects have been very successful in getting this kind of funding. 
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Mayor Hoffman noted that adding 1500 dwelling units within the UGB at one time is a significant 
addition to the inventory in the region, relatively close to OHSU and downtown Portland. 

Councilor Olson pointed out that on the very last page, there’s a letter from an engineer to 
ECONorthwest. It says that unit price for storm manholes should be increased to $15,000 and 
costs for roadway fill be increased to $25 per cubic yard. She asked if those changes were already 
folded into this report. Mr. Brown indicated that the numbers have not yet been folded in. The 
manhole numbers are de minimi; the costs for fill more substantial. WDW assumed $20 per square 
yard. He is skeptical of the $25. WDW started at $18 and decided $20 was a better number. He is 
not sure it has risen 25% in six months. They have included a 3-4% inflation factor in the costs, 
and that exceeds their historical average. They will take another look at it. 

Councilor Olson commented that the whole premise of this Plan is that the streetcar won’t be 
there, and that there will be more parking and single occupant vehicles, but on page 10 of the 
City’s document and page 6 of WDW’s report, it says that with the streetcar, it was assumed that 
18% of the trips in and out of the Foothills District were assumed to be other than single-occupancy 
vehicles: walking, biking, transit, etc. Without the streetcar, that goes down to 10%. It seems like all 
the assumptions have been no enhanced transit. She asked if it really becomes a car 
development, and of that remaining 10%, how much is transit. Mr. Brown said that if he was 
remembering his numbers correctly, there is still a 5-6% transit component. Transit is up on State 
Street, not fully integrated, instead of in the District. WDW is open to incorporating improved transit. 

Councilor Moncrieff stated that the Council had received two letters talking about affordable 
housing requirements. One of them talked about whether federal and state funding would be 
available if the project did not meet affordable housing requirements. Mr. Brown confirmed that 
federal and state funds included in the proposal are transportation related, not housing related. Mr. 
Williams said there have been transportation programs that tied funding to specific kinds of 
community development, including tying them to serving lower income populations, but that it is not 
typical. Councilor Jordan noted that the region now is looking at social equity in terms of giving 
out funds, and affordable housing might be a benefit in obtaining federal funding. The letters said 
the City already has on the books, in redevelopment, something about affordable housing, but it’s 
never actually been required or implemented in our redevelopment planning. Councilor Jordan 
said she thought the Council needed to look at affordable housing and how to incorporate that 
moving forward. She noted that you don’t take the whole building and make it affordable housing, 
you take a percentage within a building that is less than market rate. She believes the City would 
be more competitive applying for federal and state transportation funding if affordable housing was 
in the mix. Councilor Moncrieff noted that on packet page 8 and report page 4, it says under unit 
sizes under Use Type that given the higher parking ratios, the larger unit size is appropriate to help 
generate more revenue per unit, which she read as a movement away from affordable housing. 
Mr. Brown said those are average unit sizes. It doesn’t mean there won’t also be smaller units 
available within the development. In general, if you build more parking which does not generate 
revenue, then you have to increase revenue from the housing. 

Councilor Moncrieff commented that Concept B shows more apartment units than Concept A. It 
appears these are rental units rather than purchases. Mr. Brown noted that the main difference 
between A and B is that there is one block in A designed as an office rather than apartments. The 
Oversight Committee had a good discussion about the viability of office in this area rather than 
residential. The consensus is that the viable use right now is residential. To make it viable for office 
use would require subsidy assistance for parking, not too dissimilar to what was in Lakeview 
Village. 

Councilor Kehoe noted that the report talks about how with the extensive floodplain mitigation 
required, it’s untenable for the developer to cover all those costs. The report discusses several 
different ways those costs can be covered. He asked how much of the development cost is 
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covered by private sources and how much is covered by public funds. Mr. Brown said that WDW 
kept the floodplain mitigation costs the same. The assumption before was that 100% was covered 
by the In Lieu Of fee on private development. That assumption is changed now, so that 75% 
comes from Parks systems development charges (SDCs) generated within the district that can be 
targeted toward Tryon Park, Riverfront, and so on. There’s been a significant reduction in the In 
Lieu Of fee, which covers the other 25%. There could be exemptions or partial exemptions for 
mitigation. It could be a combination of all of those. 

Councilor Kehoe asked why WDW was recommending Plan B over Plan C. Mr. Brown said that 
the two main reasons are that 1) B is more consistent with what was originally approved and the 
principles, vision, and goals for the District, and 2) from a financial performance standpoint, B 
performs much better than either A or C.  

Mr. Tahran indicated that he and Mr. Steirk would favor A or B. Either would be attractive to a 
quality developer. B has a better pro forma and limits the infrastructure costs to a lesser amount 
than A. B is attractive and has some intrinsic qualities that don’t transfer to the spreadsheets. It is 
difficult to put a value on what the development in Foothills does to enhance the other side of Hwy 
43, and how it adds to the community, especially when talking about the north anchor. C is 
basically an extension of what is already in the district and contributes very little. C would be 
unpredictable since it would be piece by piece development without a unified whole.  

Plan B maximizes the potential of the site within practical construction technologies for the area. 
You have to be realistic with what can be built there when you look at achievable rents and sales. 
It’s basically a Type 5, wood frame construction. That allows four levels over one level of parking, 
or perhaps with a slight change in the code, five levels over one level of parking, allowing about 
100 units per acre. They’ve also predicted allowing six or seven levels, which is mid-rise 
construction. The sizes of the units are larger than average for the metro area, which is a lifestyle 
choice and indicates more of a permanent resident and family type residences. Mr. Steirk is very 
knowledgeable about office and commercial property; he thought maybe we are a little high on the 
office and the retail, but B is coming closer and closer. With some minor tweaks, it would attract a 
quality developer. 

Councilor Jordan said she was pleased the development plan can be maintained without the 
streetcar and asked what the options would be if the streetcar became a reality in the future. Mr. 
Brown said that all three options would allow for the streetcar to be incorporated at a later date if 
that became a possibility.  

Councilor Gudman asked for clarification on why Concept C does not permit the “unified whole” 
approach the way Concepts A and B do. He noted that he wasn’t a developer or architect, but that 
C seems to take more advantage of the geographical lay of the land, and that would seem to 
minimize the capital cost. Mr. Dame said that projects really only work if you develop a 
neighborhood, and if you develop a neighborhood that people want to live in. C is not really a 
neighborhood; it’s an area where a bunch of one-off projects are going to get built. You’re just 
chopping up a bunch of land and putting a building here and a building there. B gives you the 
opportunity to build an attractive neighborhood. B builds parking by building it into a hillside. 
Anytime you build into a steep hillside, you’re saving on construction cost for parking. 

Mr. Tahran commented that when you look at the housing unit totals for concept C, which are 
basically two thirds what we would get with B, what the City would get would be three-story 
apartment buildings, which does not obtain a construction type that adds to a neighborhood. They 
would be three story walk-ups that are found in any suburban neighborhood, and it would be 
almost entirely surface parking. It’s very different than a development that takes advantage of the 
major investment in Foothills Park and the connection back to the existing East End development. 
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Councilor Olson asked if WDW had met with the Citizens’ Advisory Committee. Mr. Brown 
confirmed that they met with the CAC in March and presented the three options. The general 
opinion of CAC, although not unanimous, was that C was not very interesting, or something either 
they or the City signed up for when they took up the planning process. A and B would be preferred, 
if they were financially feasible. Mr. Williams said he would describe the reaction to C as 
depressed. He said another benefit to B is that the City gets new infrastructure: new water pipes, 
new sewers, and new streets. In A and B, the development pays for those. In C, most of the streets 
get replaced, but some of the utilities don’t.  

Councilor Kehoe asked for clarification on the difference between B and C. He didn’t see a lot, 
other than the top part doesn’t get streets and bushes. Mr. Brown noted that C has very little local 
circulation in the north end, and it has no north portal access. Mr. Williams commented that in B, 
in the north end, there are a lot of connections, including the connection between downtown and 
the river. In C, there is just the one street. B has more blocks available for development. It can be 
further refined when staff and consultants go back to the CAC. Mr. Brown pointed out that a lot of 
the land near the railroad tracks is currently used very inefficiently. What B does is capture the land 
for development and provide some very efficient development parcels. B provides more 
development opportunities than C. C doesn’t really provide development opportunities. Another 
portion that you’re losing is the area around the treatment plant. There will be a lot of leftover 
space in C that will be more difficult to access. 

Mr. Williams stated that WDW believes all three alternatives are viable. They believe B is the best 
one, that it provides the best return and meets almost all the goals the Council set out previously. If 
the City wants to change what they’re trying to accomplish to something that has less circulation, 
less access, and less density, then C might work better. 

Councilor Olson asked if WDW had done any work on affordable housing and if the Council was 
going to talk about it or take some other approach. Mr. Williams indicated Mr. Dame would speak 
to this. The City did not provide any policy guidance or objectives in the visioning and the Pre-
Development Agreement about affordable housing. WDW would look at this if it is something the 
City requires. Councilor Tierney said that a couple of things need to be added in to see if they 
could be successful. One of those would be affordable housing: how it could work, what kind of 
returns it could get, what kind of tax increment fund (TIF) it could generate. The second flowed 
from Mr. Steirk’s comments this morning about office space. He said there’s a real opportunity to 
have office space here, not for corporate headquarters, but small space for professionals, but that 
it needed parking. That can be a refinement if that is chosen for a direction. Mayor Hoffman 
agreed with Councilor Tierney that once the Council moves forward with one of these plans, those 
are things that can be worked on. 

Mr. Dame said that he is not an expert on affordable housing, but he and Homer Williams own half 
of an affordable housing project in the Pearl District at Northrup and NW 11th, which had 210 units. 
His company is currently consulting with REACH on the development of a block that they sold to 
PDC and PDC subsequently sold to REACH, called Block 49. He believes it will be a lot better 
looking than the market rate apartment right next door to it. Affordable housing is an important 
thing to do and these are policy decisions that you need to make, but you need to make them very 
carefully. He provided some of the details of the project they’re consulting with REACH on. The 
projects are funded with tax credits, generally gap financing that is like a second mortgage funded 
over an extended period of time. Gap funding is $30 million. That comes out of tax increment 
financing (TIF) that was created at South Waterfront.  

Councilor Olson asked for clarification about funding floodplain mitigation. Mr. Brown said the 
Parks SDCs generated within the district would be targeted toward the cost of 75% of the 
floodplain mitigation. The other 25% would be the In Lieu Of fee, so that would be private. 
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Councilor Olson noted that on page 17, in the conclusions and recommendations at the bottom, it 
says ECONorthwest has identified a funding gap in the early years of approximately $7 million that 
will need to be financed to further district development. She asked when development would begin, 
how long it would take, when the $7 million would be paid off, what would happen if it isn’t paid off, 
and what the City’s risk would be. Mr. Brown indicated that Ms. Juntunen would have more 
information on that. If there is an early year funding gap, the gap gets covered by the first project or 
two. There are a couple of things to remember. This is a phased project. When there is discussion 
of required infrastructure for Concept B, it doesn’t all have to be built at once. Staging has been 
looked at. The advantage of not having the streetcar is that there is no timing issue. A lot of TIF 
doesn’t have to be generated by a certain point in time to help the City fund part of the streetcar. 
There are only two factors: when the development is ready to go, and what is required to support it. 
The City doesn’t have to spend anything until there’s a developer ready to go ahead. Mayor 
Hoffman noted that Lakeview Village operated in a similar way. The City had a Development 
Agreement, and didn’t spend any money until there was a commitment. Mr. Williams noted that 
there wasn’t a gap issue with Lakeview Village. 

Ms. Juntunen stated that what the financing plan shows is that for Concepts A and B, there’s a $7 
million gap, and for Concept C, there’s a $5 million gap. The financing plan shows that by 2015-16, 
the gap can be paid back to the City. New financing can be obtained, backed by TIF, to repay the 
initial loan from the City. 

Mr. Popenuk said that the gap shown now is incurred over three years. The plan shows $250,000 
in 2012-2013, mostly administrative and relocation costs. The next year there would be about $1 
million, which would be some of the utility costs and street work. The following year would be the 
bulk of the costs incurred, which would be the rest of the street work. At this time, the first block 
would be in the process of being developed. As soon as the first private building is developed, the 
gap is of a magnitude that the TIF from that building could be used to refinance the existing debt. 
The risk is that the infrastructure would be built and then the first building would not materialize. 
That is the risk in all three of these scenarios. 

Ms. Juntunen commented they’re assuming the risk is minimized because the development 
agreement ties public investment of TIF and SDC to the development outcome on the adjacent 
blocks.  

ECONorthwest has defined financial feasibility as the ability of development derived resources to 
recover the city portion of costs. Development derived resources, as defined here, are SDCs and 
TIF. They are fundamentally assuming that there is an urban renewal area in place and that it 
generates TIF based on the development schedule that Williams, Dame, and White provided, and 
that TIF is available to support the cost of infrastructure. Like last time, they’re focused on the north 
blocks for the urban renewal district boundary. It’s for the same set of reasons, that if they start to 
take away too much property from the East End, it affects the East End’s ability to service its debt 
and to fund its projects. The north blocks are where there’s a very low frozen base, and so the 
increment increases very rapidly there. One thing that is a little different is that they’re not 
assuming any redevelopment in the south blocks, and they’ve lost a lot of the overall new value as 
a result of that, but the financing plan deals only with the projects that are inside the urban renewal 
boundary for the north blocks. That map is in one of the appendices to the memorandum that 
Council should have.  

Looking at the Sources and Uses, the two green columns, ECONorthwest calculated the SDC 
columns and generated those with estimates of new development coming on line. They tried to 
determine if there would be sufficient TIF revenue to support the costs that were shown in the 
table. The Table on page 5 of ECONorthwest’s memo is the overview of findings for each of the 
three alternatives. The first line, City Costs, TIFs, and SDCs, corresponds directly to the Sources 
and Uses Table if you look only at the costs that are in the north blocks. The next line shows the 
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new private development that’s coming on line, and as has been noted, Concept A generates 
significantly more revenue than the other two concepts. The next line is a return ratio; that’s the 
very simple lens used to talk about financial benefit. Concept B comes out on top in that ratio. 

Mayor Hoffman asked for more information in terms of how other urban renewal districts work or 
how they evaluate other urban renewal return rates. Ms. Juntunen said that return rates are really 
variable. They had a 1:30 ratio before when you looked at the entire district because of all the 
revenue coming on line in the south. Most of the costs are incurred in the north. The Economic 
Development Agency uses a 1:10 ratio for looking at these things. If you’re looking at an industrial 
district or one that has high costs and is more concerned with generating jobs than private 
development, you might see a much lower return. There’s not really one particular return you’re 
looking for, it’s just one way of looking at what are you getting in return for an investment. What’s 
important here is the market value of the new private development that generates taxes returned 
directly to the City and the overlapping taxing districts. 

The next line, Line 4, is the Minimum Maximum Indebtedness. This is the smallest maximum 
indebtedness needed in order to cover the project costs that are projected in the north blocks. It is 
important to note that in Concept A, the maximum indebtedness is $53 million, and that’s higher 
than is allowed by statute unless there is concurrence from the overlapping districts. So Concept A 
has some political challenges to it that should be considered. 

Line 5 is the Initial Funding Gap, and as noted earlier, it’s $7 million for Concepts A and B and $5 
million for Concept C. That money can be repaid pretty quickly. 

Lines 6, 7, and 8 are about the tax increment revenues that accrue. ECONorthwest is calculating it 
through 2037-38 because that’s the last year that the City would need to collect TIF in most of 
these districts. Line 6 is the revenue that accrues to the district itself, and Line 7 goes back to the 
overlapping taxing districts. The bottom set is about SDC, 10, 11, and 12. In Line 11, the new 
development generates additional SDCs that are not used by the projects but go into the City pool 
to fund other projects. That’s the overview of ECONorthwest’s findings.  

Councilor Kehoe asked for clarification on Table 2 and Table 3 at the back, particularly the 
parentheses, where it shows the annual tax revenue impacts. The Lake Oswego School District 
has $807 in Table 2, Concept A. It is not clear if that is foregone revenue, and down below they 
appear to collect revenue. Ms. Juntunen confirmed that an overlapping taxing district loses 
revenue in the beginning, because that goes to the urban renewal district instead of to the taxing 
district’s coffers. This is revenue that wouldn’t have been generated if not for the investment of tax 
increment dollars. So it’s foregone revenue that the taxing district wouldn’t otherwise have access 
to anyway. Mr. Popenuk commented that the reason why these numbers are negative is that the 
properties there today do generate some tax revenue. It’s humble, but the growth in that revenue 
would be foregone, so there are relatively small negative numbers here. 

Councilor Tierney pointed out that the Table needs to clarify how this works with the state school 
fund. This looks like it affects the school district, which it does not, and it looks like it gives them 
revenue below, which it does not. On a per pupil basis, this is essentially revenue that’s not 
available to support the state school fund. Ms. Juntunen replied that it was not directly available. 
Schools are funded by the state school fund on a per pupil allocation, and this is essentially money 
that is not available to support the state school fund. Councilor Moncrieff noted that it shouldn’t 
say Lake Oswego School District, it should say State School Fund. Ms. Juntunen said that the 
state school fund is actually income tax dollars as opposed to property tax dollars, so it’s allocated 
in an entirely different budget process. It gets fuzzy and complicated when you talk about where 
and how the dollars flow. Individual school districts are essentially held harmless in their per pupil 
allocation. This is the Lake Oswego School District and Foothills is a new District. It would not take 
any of the local option levies. All of this new development would be generating additional revenue 
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for the local option levies for the school, and it would also be generating construction excise tax 
dollars. She confirmed that the last column is the local option levy. 

Mr. Popenuk commented that that’s real money, but there is a caveat on that, which is that the 
local option levy in Lake Oswego is relatively large, in terms of the rate, but those rates are limited 
by Measure 5, so it can only go so high. It is capped. That’s a very difficult figure to forecast. Mr. 
Williams noted that in recent years, the local option levy has bumped up against that limit. The 
school district has brought down the rate to keep it under that limit. 

Ms. Juntunen said that Foothills is financially feasible provided there is an urban renewal district in 
place that generates TIF and that there is some source of funding for the up front gap. Any one of 
these plans generates pretty significant assessed value that supports the City and the overlapping 
taxing districts. ECONorthwest concurs with WDW’s finding that B is probably the best scenario. 
Her reasons for eliminating A are that it has too high of a maximum indebtedness number, which 
creates difficulty for the City, and the reason for eliminating C is that the return is so much lower 
relative to the size of the up front investment that still needs to be made. That leaves B, which 
meets the needs of the CAC and the initial direction of Council.  

Councilor Gudman asked for clarification on ECONorthwest’s page 5 on Table 4, and whether the 
line entries on the TIF through 2037-2038 are a cumulative number. Ms. Juntunen confirmed that 
they were. Councilor Gudman noted that these are nominal dollars.  

Councilor Kehoe asked Mr. Williams to line out what the Council’s next action step should be, 
Concept A, B, C, or a fourth option of doing nothing, which isn’t mentioned, but would be an option. 
Mr. Williams said that staff and consultants need direction tonight, information to move forward 
with an alternative. They are on a deadline today since it is the end of the review period. Ideally, 
Council will make a decision tonight to move forward with one of the alternatives. Again, staff and 
consultants are recommending Concept B. If Council decides not to take action tonight, there are 
financial implications associated with that. Some of those are explained in the report. Given the 
way reimbursements occur and the milestones that are associated with the reimbursements from 
two of the funding sources, two of the property owners in Foothills as well as Metro, not moving 
forward would have close to $100,000 impact on the budget, because the City would not be able to 
receive those revenues from those two sources. 

Councilor Kehoe asked for confirmation that if the City moves forward, it is committing to spend 
some additional amount of dollars on the last portion. Mr. Williams confirmed that staff and 
consultants estimate about $190,000-$195,000 costs remaining from this point forward through the 
end of the Pre-Development Agreement requirements. That obtains the code amendments. It 
would include rezoning the properties in the District, the design standards, all the other land use 
and regulatory requirements that are needed to be put in place to allow someone to begin 
development. That’s about $195,000 in costs that will occur that are within the budget of the 
original Pre-Development Agreement. What the City forgoes is about $292,500 in revenue by not 
moving forward. That figure needs to be corrected in the staff report. It’s actually a better deal for 
the City to continue to move forward, plus there is a plan in place that ideally can be implemented. 
If it can be implemented, consultants have explained the benefits to the City, the school district, 
and the other taxing districts. 

Mr. Williams confirmed for Councilor Kehoe that if the Council approves Concept B and moves 
forward, the City would need another vote on the code amendments. There would also be another 
stage where the Council would need to vote on whether it actually wants to do an urban renewal 
district. Before there were any further decisions, the City would need to do another amendment to 
the Pre-Development Agreement, so that the work being talked about complies with the 
Agreement. Staff and consultants would be back to Council for a revised Framework Plan, 
probably in June. They would again be back, first to the Planning Commission and then to the 
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Council, for code amendments. Council would need to approve the urban renewal district and a 
Development Agreement. Per the Pre-Development Agreement, in good faith the City will negotiate 
a Development Agreement with Williams, Dame & White as the representative for those property 
owners in Foothills. A number of steps need to be taken, but they are pretty well lined out and 
something that could be moved forward with in this current calendar year if everything goes as 
planned. The CAC would be part of the process to refine the Framework Plan, and again or a 
subset of them in part of the code amendment process. 

Councilor Olson mentioned that the Council has been discussing a comprehensive facilities plan 
and the City’s capital needs. She is not aware that there has been any provision for the $7 million 
funding gap in that mix. Mr. Williams confirmed her impression. For the capital facilities, Council 
laid out eight projects for staff to look at that they brought back to Council, and they do not include 
Foothills. 

Councilor Olson noted that because there is no streetcar, the contract is technically null and void, 
if the City wants it to be; there is no obligation to proceed. Mr. Williams confirmed this statement, 
and said that if there is no agreement tonight on an alternative, the contract is basically done. The 
implications that he explained earlier would take place. 

Councilor Olson asked if the City would be spending $7 million to save $300,000. Mr. Brown said 
that the $7 million is only spent if and when there is a private sector commitment to step up to 
cover the $7 million. That could be next year, or it could be in five years. There’s a risk element that 
the City Council needs to make a decision on, whether Council is comfortable with it and whether 
the City has the resources to cover it. That’s the decision. The Development Agreement, the URA, 
and the regulatory amendments need to come together to begin development in Foothills. 

Councilor Tierney noted that the $7 million gap has a time limit to it because the City is assuming 
that the project starts once there is a signed deal, so there are administrative costs. But there’s no 
turning of shovels designing streets until there is a developer on board. He asked if that money 
would be accounted for as capital or as a loan from the City to the renewal agency that would be 
created there. Mr. Williams said that Ms. Euler would be the person to answer that. The $7 million 
gap financing would not necessarily be a City loan; it might come from other sources. Mayor 
Hoffman said that the project could be happening three years from now or thirteen years from 
now. If the solution can’t be figured out, it doesn’t happen. At this time the City is being asked to 
move forward on a pathway to try to see if it will work, do the zoning and the urban renewal agency 
or district, and maybe the Development Agreement. 

Councilor Moncrieff thanked everybody for all of their work on all three alternatives, including the 
Citizens’ Advisory Committee. She is excited that there are feasible alternatives without the 
streetcar. She thought the original Framework Plan was a great community-created District Plan.  

Council Moncrieff moved that Concept B is accepted as a preferred alternative, and asksing 
staff to develop a refined framework Plan, and to bring back draft amendments to the 
Foothills District Pre-Development Agreement.  Councilor Jordan seconded the motion.   

Mayor Hoffman said that implicit in the motion is that the project team would work with the CAC 
and the Oversight Committee in refining the concept and bring back to Council a draft revised 
Framework Plan for Council’s consideration. He asked if a deadline of June 15 would be 
acceptable. Mr. Williams confirmed that it was. Counselor Olson asked if that included CAC 
meetings and if there would be another public hearing. Mayor Hoffman said he didn’t know. 

Councilor Gudman commented that as had been pointed out, numbers are stubborn things. The 
Council is looking at this as an investment. He believes that Councilor Olson’s point is well taken, 
and he gets very concerned when Council talks about one project in isolation from another. There 
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is a $7 million funding gap on this one. There are reasons for it and why it can get repaid. The City 
also has a $4.3 million funding gap on Boones Ferry. The decision on Foothills needs to be 
examined in the light of other funding gaps, since they can start adding up. The City is now at over 
$11 million of funding gap.  

His second concern is that as a redevelopment agency, Council has constantly been told to put 
their real estate development hats on. Not their City hats, but their redevelopment hats. This 
means that you have to use the basic tool of investment, which is to ask why you’re doing a 
project. Not how, but why? For that, the numbers have to work for the City, which means the net 
present value concept. The numbers on Concept B show, as a public investment, in 2011 $, as 
spending $47 million on page 3 of ECONorthwest’s report, the difference between the private 
investment and the public and public total investment. Mr. Popenuk said he thought the number 
was actually $45 million, since the Sources and Uses in Concept B mingle optional projects that 
aren’t totally urban renewal. Councilor Gudman said that using ECONorthwest’s calculations, the 
return to the City in property taxes in 2011 dollars even at 5%, which he believes is way too low, is 
$40 million, when the City spent $45 million. He indicated he didn’t believe that was a good 
investment. Councilor Tierney commented that it doesn’t financially pan out if your TIF is less 
than your cost. Mayor Hoffman said that he didn’t think ECONorthwest agreed with Councilor 
Gudman’s analysis. 

Councilor Gudman said that on the TIF, you’re mixing nominal dollars versus project dollars. For 
an investment decision, you have to compare on the same basis so you’re comparing apples to 
apples. For an investment decision, these numbers don’t work. He also questioned why the City 
should be doing this using public investment dollars at all, noting that great neighborhoods have 
been built in this City without assistance. A recent book by Carl Abbott, professor at Portland State 
University, talks about the development of Ladd’s Addition. Mr. Ladd not only paved the streets at 
his own expense, but arranged for gas, electricity, water, sewer, and sidewalks, paying for it 
himself. 

Councilor Gudman doesn’t think Council should proceed with Concept B. He thinks the do 
nothing option is better. 

Ms. Juntunen said she agreed with Councilor Gudman’s idea of looking at Foothills as an 
investment, and that it is important to compare apples to apples. She indicated that he was 
comparing urban renewal dollars to the total costs. ECONorthwest can revise the report to show 
some net present values compared to a different set of numbers that might show a different result. 
Councilor Gudman said that if the numbers go differently, in the range of 10%, he would be very 
pleased to change his judgment. 

Mr. Popenuk said he wanted to make a couple of points. One is in terms of seeing if this pencils 
out. The revenue stream that is shown on ECONorthwest’s Table 4 sums up the total TIF revenue 
going to the Urban Renewal District to pay for this through 2037-38, which is the estimated life of 
the District. That number is going to equal exactly what the debt service amounts for the project 
are, so those will always be equal and it will always pencil out. That’s why it’s a financing plan: 
because those are balanced. Ms. Juntunen noted that ECONorthwest worked backwards to find 
that number. 

Mr. Popenuk said that the other numbers that are shown in the Sources and Uses Tables, Tables 
1, 2, and 3, are the original costs of the project, and that’s the money that would be borrowed. The 
City would have to spend more than that as it is paying debt service interest payments over time. 
Those aren’t comparable to each other. When the actual expenditure that the District will do is 
compared to the actual revenues coming in, they match because that’s the plan. Once the project 
is paid for, it’s over, and the money is given back to the taxpayers. To figure out the return on 
investment, it’s important to compare where the dollars are coming from. All the TIF revenue that is 
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shown and all the SDCs that are included in this financing plan are dollars that are going to be paid 
by the developers. They’ve built the building, the building pays its taxes, taxes go to the Urban 
Renewal Area, and that’s what is used to pay back the debt service. The City money coming out of 
this is the detailed table that shows the impact to every jurisdiction, in the Appendix, Table 2. The 
City of Lake Oswego loses thousands of dollars every year for the first several years. Once that 
revenue sharing kicks in, the plan is projecting hundreds of thousands of dollars every year coming 
back to the general fund. That’s positive in the later years. Ms. Juntunen commented that this is 
because of revenue sharing. 

Mr. Popenuk said that those are the numbers you calculate net present value with, with the caveat 
that if the City is the one who lends the $7 million gap financing, then the loan amount and 
repayment should be shown in the revenue stream. What the City is really concerned with is the 
numbers coming out of and into the General Fund. ECONorthwest can run those. Ms. Juntunen 
indicated she feels like the real return is one that’s not captured in Table 4, because it’s what 
happens when the Urban Renewal District is gone and the development is there, generating taxes 
for the City and the overlapping taxing districts. That wasn’t captured in this number Mr. Popenuk 
ran, because it was just the TIF.  

Councilor Tiernan asked Mr. Tahran whether without the creation of an Urban Renewal District, 
and the tax increment financing, and the public participation in the concept, Mr. Ladd would have 
come and built this for the City. 

Mr. Tahran said he might have to read Councilor Gudman’s book first. He thinks a hundred years 
ago, Mr. Ladd probably had a lot easier go of things. He didn’t have to sit around here and discuss 
the development; he probably didn’t have building permits. He probably didn’t have $40,000 a unit 
in systems development charges and permits for a single family home. He noted that every 
developer builds their own streets and sewers. Mr. Ladd probably had total control of his land to 
pre-plan it however he wanted. If he had not planned such a beautiful neighborhood, it probably 
wouldn’t have been as successful as it is.  

The value to Concept B or Foothills planning in general is that this development team has put 
together a wide range of property owners to come up with a cohesive plan. Without this kind of 
planning effort and strategy, it probably wouldn’t happen in Foothills. Foothills has been talked 
about for a long time, and this is as close as it’s ever come to a plan that enhances, takes 
advantage of, and builds on the potential of one of the best sites in Oregon, right next to the river. 
Absent a structured plan and a direction and a vision, a developer is not likely to be attracted. 
Without it, what is likely is piecemeal development that doesn’t relate to other parcels in the area, 
much less relate back to the East End development and the North Anchor project. Mr. Brown 
commented that one other thing that Mr. Ladd would build is the new interceptor pipes that will lead 
to the wastewater treatment facility that ran across the property. There are other examples of costs 
embedded within this that are completely out of the realm of ordinary development costs that are 
meeting other community goals or addressing the City’s infrastructure efficiencies and 
maintenance needs. 

Councilor Kehoe asked Mr. Tahran for clarification about why, in the absence of a comprehensive 
plan, zoning and code wouldn’t be sufficient to avoid hodgepodge development. Mr. Tahran 
indicated that they would to a certain extent, but when you’re dealing with something property by 
property with no cohesive development plan as to how one property relates to another, you get 
individual buildings on individual sites. 

Councilor Olson noted that Mountain Park and Westlake were all private and wondered if the 
whole difference is the floodplain. She believes there is a reason Foothills has not already been 
developed. Mr. Tahran indicated that Foothills is all private ownerships, mostly small private 
ownerships. They have a tremendous number of things to overcome, such as poor circulation, 
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utilities planning, and the waterfront.  People worked on Westlake for about fifteen years. It went 
piece by piece, and it was zoned by one person. Mountain Park was developed by one person 
also. It was widely acclaimed as one of the best planned developments in the United States. He 
believes they had public investment in the form of Local Improvement Districts. Boones Ferry Road 
is public financing, and there are no promises of what will happen on both sides of that road. Each 
one of these things is a certain risk, so you look at where the best guarantees are available.  

Councilor Kehoe said he would not be supporting the motion for Concept B because it seems like 
the Council is being given only three choices. As an elected official, he has to think about what the 
citizens want and think will make Lake Oswego a better place. He realizes there is concern about 
needing additional tax revenue. He has not heard a lot of citizens asking the Council to put high 
density, mid-rise residential units in Foothills. It’s 1594 units, or 3000-4000 people and an awful lot 
of congestion. Maybe Metro wants the density, but he’s not sure Lake Oswego residents do. He 
has a problem with the density, and that’s one of several reasons he will be voting no. 

Councilor Jordan said she was probably the only member of the Council that was on the Council 
when the Council started talking about the need to do some planning for Foothills. Everybody 
talked about Foothills being a place the City could actually grow a neighborhood. The City has a 
gorgeous investment down there in Foothills Park. Other than the apartments, the rest of that area 
is not what it could be. She is very pleased that the development scheme will add to and enhance 
the value of Lake Oswego. She supports the motion and will continue to do so. 

Mayor Hoffman said that Councilor Kehoe makes an interesting comment in saying the Council 
hasn’t had a lot of citizens saying “We want Foothills developed.”  The Mayor makes decisions 
based on the long and wide view and not necessarily on how many people call or write to the 
Council. He also looks at Foothills in terms of making the next great neighborhood and supporting 
downtown and the community as a whole. What he likes about Foothills is that it creates housing 
choices: more housing types that will generate more movement of people within the City. He hopes 
that empty nesters will move into these homes, and families with children will move into their 
vacated houses. The City is short about 300 children in the school district. The Council does not 
have an obligation to help the school district, but if it can find a way to decrease that gap of 300 
children, he thinks the community will be better off. The community is as strong as it is partly 
because the schools are as strong as they are. If there’s anything the Council can do to stop the 
trend of closing schools, he thinks Council should move down that path. He’s not committing to the 
$7 million gap. He thinks the Council can solve a number of problems, and he’s in favor of moving 
along the pathway. 

Councilor Tierney noted that the creation of Lakeview Village and that whole area has been 
tremendously influential in moving Lake Oswego forward. Many people talk to him and say that 
Lakeview Village is a critical piece, and that for people from outside LO, that’s why they come. 
Lakeview Village is new, and it was created with public and private investment. He thinks Foothills 
is the same. He thinks the Council needs to look at the future, and that the City is best served by 
trying to create a new urban form neighborhood which will be appealing for a lot of people both 
inside and outside the community to move into. That will have benefits to the community in the 
increased tax base and increased opportunity for more children in the community. He thinks the 
Council has a financial plan that shows it can be successful. There are risks associated with it, but 
he believes they are low. He supports Concept B.    

A roll call vote was taken on the motion to move ahead with Plan B, and it passed with 
Mayor Hoffman and Councilors Moncrieff, Tierney, and Jordan voting ‘aye.’ Councilors 
Kehoe, Gudman, and Olson voted ‘no.’ [4 to 3] 

4.  STUDY SESSIONS 
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4.1 Lake Grove Financial Study 

Mr. Egner, Assistant Planning Director, said he was head of the Long Range Planning Group. He 
said that the Council would receive the final report on their financial study of how to pay for all the 
projects in the Lake Grove Village Center Plan. The Plan was adopted in 2008. Since 2008, 
they’ve been doing work on a refinement plan for Boones Ferry Road. Last year, they began the 
financing study to explore different ways the City can pay for the new project. This is consistent 
with Council goals in 2012 as the City moves forward with the Lake Grove Village Center Plan. 
Last fall, the Planning Department hired ECONorthwest along with Elaine Howard Consulting to do 
that work. In January, they received a presentation by Ms. Juntunen and Ms. Howard talking about 
the range of alternatives that had been explored. There was no easy way to fund those projects. 
Ms. Juntunen will go back over some of that tonight, but focus on two scenarios that she and her 
team are recommending. Since January, one of the key things that the Planning Department did 
was look at ways the City might be able to cut costs. The key project there is Boones Ferry Road. 
The team that had worked on the refinement plan was pulled back together and found that it’s a 
bare bones project. There are no extra things to cut if the City wants to meet the objectives that 
were outlined. The strategy the Department came up with was one of phasing. They phased it from 
south to north instead of north to south. It enables a transition in front of the school, which allows 
for less disruption of business when the road has to be re-done and there is a transition in the 
second phase. The Department is looking at a two-phase option. In January, one of the things the 
Council did was provide direction to initiate the work on the urban renewal plan for this area. That 
is moving forward, and the Planning Department expects to be back before the Council with that in 
July. The financial study overlaps the urban renewal plan. The urban renewal plan focus right now 
is to look at funding the road and parking. The financial study addresses all of the projects in Lake 
Grove Plan, including other street connections, the Village Commons, and other features that were 
included in the plan. 

Tonight, what the Planning Department is looking for is some direction. They are asking for 
acceptance of this report as providing direction for moving forward. They need input tonight to help 
guide the urban renewal component. The Council needs to address three questions. One is 
whether Council supports the mixed tools approach that’s outlined in the report. It takes urban 
renewal as a key component and uses SDCs, LIDs, Economic Improvement Districts, grants, and 
private development to fund the remaining set of projects. The second question is what time frame 
the Department should be looking at for the urban renewal district, 25 or 30 years.  There are 
pluses and minuses to either, which Ms. Juntunen will cover. The final question is whether the 
Council wants to kick start the project by providing up front funding so the City doesn’t have to 
bond as much. Mayor Hoffman noted that there was a $4 million gap. Mr. Egner indicated that the 
City would look at using transportation SDCs, surface water fund, street fund, and general fund to 
help make that happen. 

Ms. Juntunen said she would go through the handouts. Ms. Howard might also address some 
questions.  

ECONorthwest did some early work on scenarios, and one of the key findings was that the Boones 
Ferry Road project is really expensive, which makes it difficult to finance early in the life of an 
urban renewal district or any other kind of a financing approach the City might take. Citizens, the 
Planning Commission, and the Council all let ECONorthwest know that it was important to try to 
fund that project early, so that has been one of the focuses.  

ECONorthwest also learned that urban renewal by itself isn’t a particularly preferable alternative, 
because of the amount of time it would take to fund. It would be helpful to find some ways to phase 
or reduce the cost of Boones Ferry Road. They developed two priorities for financing alternatives: 
one, fund Boones Ferry Road as soon as possible, and two, try to leave as much additional 
revenue available as possible to fund other projects.  
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The second page, plan projects will look familiar to you. The one thing that has changed is for the 
Boones Ferry Road improvements, $3 million in utilities was added in which was not part of the 
initial cost. That was based on recommendations from staff. Other than that, the project list is the 
same and this is the initial cost number from Boones Ferry Road. The third page discusses 
recommendations. ECONorthwest believes that from the perspective of trying to fund Boones Ferry 
Road as soon and efficiently as possible, a general obligation (GO) bond is a good option. This 
page lays out that alternative and shows what the impacts would be for various assessed values. It 
has some challenges mainly in that there has to be a vote of the citizens. There is also a 
secondary approach.  

The next two pages discuss the mixed tools alternative. It uses a full faith in credit bond that is 
repaid with TIF dollars. A key difference between the full faith in credit bond and a GO bond is that 
the full faith bond doesn’t increase the tax rate for the individual property owners; it needs to be 
repaid with City resources. Given that all City resources are already dedicated to ongoing 
operations, maintenance, and other projects, it would probably be a good idea to have another 
repayment source. TIF is the source being looked at. That combination is the foundation of the 
mixed tools alternative. The plan uses a phased approach to funding Boones Ferry Road. Those 
phasing options are shown in the chart at the bottom of the page. The analysis is focused on 
Option One. The key difference between Option One and Option Two from a financial perspective 
is that Option One loads the costs earlier, which is easier from a financing perspective because it is 
less subject to the influences of inflation in the second phase. So Option One ended up working 
out better. Evaluation of Option Two is included in the detailed report in the Appendices. The 
graphic in the bottom right hand corner runs through what the initial Phase One funding would look 
like. It starts with the project. Phase One costs would be $23 million, which inflates to the year 
construction is assumed to occur, which brings it up to $25 million. It is assumed that there are 
additional revenues that could be available up front. That includes $1 million from the general fund, 
$1.5 million in surface water funds, $4 million from the street fund, and $1.5 million from 
transportation SDCs. That writes down the cost to a $17 million bond in 2013-2014, which gives 
$1.17 million debt service. Basically the red line is the TIF revenues. Anything underneath the red 
line can be covered by TIF; anything over it is the $4.3 million gap. The $4.3 million is the $1 
million of up front money plus the additional support to make that service payment until TIF is 
sufficient on its own in about 2021-2022.  

Mayor Hoffman asked for clarification on what happens if you build it and they don’t come, and if 
you don’t get the TIF. Ms. Juntunen said that the TIF revenues in this case are fundamentally 
different from the Foothills situation where there is a lot of new development coming on line and 
there is new revenue every year. Boones Ferry primarily sees growth of existing properties, 
assumed to be roughly 3% per year. Additional growth will happen over the life of the district. A 
differential rate in terms of the projection ranges from 2.5% in the early years because the plan is 
being very conservative in the current market situation. In some cases there are drops in real 
market value such that the full 3% growth might not be possible, but over time it comes up to 
something that’s a little bit more normal: 4.75% is the high point. Mayor Hoffman noted that the 
plan projects that new businesses and new development will add more than 3%. Ms. Juntunen 
stated that much of the projected development is not directly related to the Boones Ferry Road 
project. TIF can be used to repay the initial $4.3 million loan, and the loan is repaid in 2026-2027. 
After that, additional revenues are available to support some of the other projects.  

Ms. Juntunen confirmed for Councilor Gudman that of the $4.3 million gap, $1 million is to cover 
the initial engineering and $3.3 million includes construction and the bond. Mr. Egner pointed out 
that the plan assumes the City is building in 2014-2015 and getting all the money it needs for 
Phase One. Mayor Hoffman noted that the chart shows the City borrowing the money and the 
annual debt service. Ms. Juntunen noted that many other models were possible, but that 
ECONorthwest chose this because of the focus on trying to make the plan happen early. 
Councilor Tiernan asked if the additional revenue section was realistic. Mr. Donaldson indicated 
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that he and Mr. Williams had had several conversations about this, and that it is a question of 
priorities. 

Councilor Tiernan asked if the capital budget to be discussed later incorporates the figures 
included in this plan. Mr. Donaldson replied that it did not, but it does show projects scheduled for 
the street fund, and what would happen if the money was diverted to Boones Ferry. 

Ms. Juntunen pointed out that the table on the next page summarizes what can be done with the 
money left over and shows the difference between a 25 year and a 30 year urban renewal district. 
The 30 year urban renewal district produces quite a bit more TIF revenue than the 25 year district 
does and can generate more revenue to support projects. The first column on the table is an 
estimate of what’s remaining after Phase One of Boones Ferry Road is funded. This is not TIF 
revenue; this is the amount that might be available to support actual project costs. The revenue 
has to pay for all of the issuance costs, interest rates, and other fund financing components. It is in 
2011 dollars so it can be compared to project costs on the previous page. In the scenario with a 25 
year urban renewal district, both phases of Boones Ferry Road can be funded and have $900,000 
left over. With a 30 year district, it looks a lot better. Both phases of Boones Ferry Road can be 
funded and an additional $6.2 million worth of projects. These are estimates that would need to be 
refined through the urban renewal plan and the report process if this is the direction Council wants 
to go with. The current plan provides a starting point for discussion. 

Mr. Egner noted that staff has been meeting with a group of stakeholders about the urban renewal 
plan and discussing project prioritization. Last Friday, they prioritized projects: the highest priority 
was Phase One, Boones Ferry Road. The next priority was having some parking improvements 
happen right after that. The third priority was Phase Two of Boones Ferry Road, with parking 
projects right after that. That’s consistent with the Lake Grove Village Center Plan, which says that 
if the City builds the road, it will replace parking. $900,000 may or may not replace the parking 
needed.  

Ms. Juntunen noted that if the City is going to fund all of the projects in the Lake Grove Village 
Center Plan using an approach like this that costs $47.8 million, other tools need to be pulled in. 
They are listed in the report, which goes into more detail about how they could work. The tools 
include local improvement districts, systems development charges, grants, economic improvement 
districts, and contributions from private developers and private property owners on projects that are 
adjacent to the properties and can be tied to redevelopment. Some of the projects it would be 
appropriate to fund through these tools have been noted. Many would rely on future Council 
decisions and careful coordination with property owners.  

The report evaluates the trade-offs with funding Boones Ferry Road early at the expense of a 
general fund loan. Other approaches were looked at, recognizing that the Council is going through 
the capital projects prioritization process. ECONorthwest looked at how that number could be 
reduced and the front end cost made lower. Scenario One is the scenario they recommend, 
because it achieves an early funding of Boones Ferry Road. The other two are different 
approaches. The second one looks at what happens if there is no general fund loan but all of those 
City resources are used: the surface water funds, the street fund, the transportation SDCs, as 
happens in Scenario One. In this case, it is assumed that the dollars contributed by the City would 
inflate to the year of construction, that it wouldn’t just be a flat $1.5 million. Since construction of 
Phase One of Boones Ferry Road can’t be achieved until 2024-2025, the City might be able to 
support 2024-2025 dollars. So the Table shows $11 million in contributions instead of $7 million. 
With the $11 million dollar contribution of City funds, Phase One of Boones Ferry Road could be 
accomplished in 2024-2025. Phase One debt could be paid off in a 25 year district by 2035-2036, 
and there would be a little bit of TIF revenue left over to fund other projects.  
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In Scenario Three, there are no City resources that come to support this, it’s all TIF dollars. The 
TIF dollars have to accumulate over a number of years until they’re sufficient to support a bond, 
until a coverage ratio can be accomplished. In that case, Phase One couldn’t be funded until 2029-
2030. There is a shortfall in terms of the ability to repay the debt on the TIF bond in a 25-year time 
period. The district would have to have a longer life until 2040-2041 in order to pay off all the debt. 

This is why ECONorthwest supports the scenario where there’s a $4.3 million gap. The other 
approaches don’t perform as well. ECONorthwest would like to get feedback from Council on the 
three questions Mr. Egner asked, which were: whether the mixed tools approach make sense, 
whether the Council prefers 25 years or 30 years, and whether the Council has any appetite for the 
up front funding of $4.3 million. If up front funding is not done, the project start date is pushed back. 

Councilor Gudman said he was in favor of TIF financing for the project. He supports mixed tools, 
with qualifications based on listening to the meetings that occurred on the Boones Ferry project. 
One of the items that came out of the focus group is that on the list of projects totaling $47.8 
million, TIF financing would only be used for the Boones Ferry Road improvements: the sidewalks 
and pedestrian crossways and the bike lanes. That’s the $28 million, the first line entry, plus the $3 
million for utilities, and the $3 million in parking lots. All of the other projects would remain a part of 
the Boones Ferry/Lake Grove Village Plan, but would go into the pool of City projects to be funded 
at a time based on the needs of the rest of the City.  

He also supports the up front funding because doing the work in a stop-start fashion does not 
make sense. It adds costs. As part of those up front dollars, he would increase the $1 million from 
the general fund and take all the money the City is getting back from TriMet, $1.8 million, and 
dedicate it to closing the gap. He would also move some of the $4 million in the street fund from 
other projects to Boones Ferry.   

Ms. Howard indicated that the focus group recommended a 30 year plan because there would be 
more money left over to do some other parking and maybe some additional projects. The focus 
group didn’t think $3 million for parking would be enough. She pointed out that Councilor Gudman 
was talking about a 25 year plan. Councilor Gudman said his reason for using $25 million is to 
keep this as narrow and focused as possible.  

Mayor Hoffman asked if the scope of urban renewal districts could be changed, in terms of length. 
Ms. Juntunen said that the plan doesn’t have to specify an end date. For the purposes of the 
financing component, sufficient revenues need to be shown to support the maximum indebtedness 
number. The District doesn’t have to end on the date the financing plan ends. Mayor Hoffman 
noted that if TIF is higher than projected, the District can be closed out early. Ms. Howard 
indicated that the reason it’s important to know whether the projections are for 25 years or 30 years 
is to know what to establish as maximum indebtedness. The maximum indebtedness number is the 
controlling factor, and to get to that number, the term needs to be established. 

Mayor Hoffman asked what the term of the East End is. Mr. Williams said that the East End Plan 
was substantially amended in 2004, and at that point it was determined to be a 25 year plan. 

Councilor Kehoe expressed skepticism about any future Council deciding to end an urban 
renewal district early and said he would prefer to go with 25 years. He is comfortable with mixed 
tools but not with the GO bond. He doesn’t think it would pass a citizen vote. He is concerned 
about taking all the money from the street fund. He is okay with up front funding, and with using the 
TriMet money. 

Mayor Hoffman indicated he was in favor of mixed tools and an urban renewal district. He is ok 
with 30 years because he thinks that the success of the district will drive whether it closes out early 
or not. He assumes Council will have a conversation in terms of the 20 cents reduction in the tax 
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rate for the gap financing. He assumes that there are other sources of money and thinks Council 
should have a conversation about the street fund, because the street fund is for maintenance, and 
this is really an economic development project. He believes Council should talk about where they 
can come up with the money to get Boones Ferry going. 

Councilor Tierney asked what the loss to the general fund would be by creating the urban 
renewal district. Ms. Juntunen referred to Appendix A, Table 3, and said that over 25 years, it 
would be $17 million. Mayor Hoffman asked if that was just the 3%, or if that was the increased 
development the City doesn’t get. Mr. Popenuk indicated that in this case, it’s the whole deal, the 
entire forecast growth in the area. The question being established is what the impacts on the 
overlapping taxing districts are. The growth is going to come with whatever projects are in the area 
versus what it would be without the urban renewal investment. In Foothills it is easier, because 
none of those projects will happen without the investment. In Boones Ferry, it’s much harder to say 
what’s going to happen because of the investment versus what would happen anyway. 
ECONorthwest conservatively assumed that there isn’t going to be a differential and is showing the 
total amount of lost revenue. If the urban renewal area is successful, then that will help to mitigate 
what those impacts are on the City. Table 3 shows consistently negative numbers. Ms. Juntunen 
commented that this is typical in an urban renewal plan and report. Foothills’ positive numbers are 
unusual.  

Councilor Jordan indicated she supports urban renewal although it’s not the same type of thing 
discussed earlier. She believes in many cases the land underneath the buildings in Lake Grove is 
worth more than the buildings. Lake Grove has the potential to be greater than a conservative 
projection would indicate. So she supports the project, along with mixed tools. She would like to 
consider other options. The City instituted the full amount of franchise fees to support schools this 
year. That will sunset. She thinks the appropriate place for franchise fees to go is into the streets 
and into the street fund. They could be a potential mix tool as well, which might help offset costs for 
undergrounding utilities, which would be a very appropriate use of franchise fees. She thinks that 
should be in the mix. She wants to make sure of how the City captures the SDCs that might come 
from development in Lake Grove to be used in Lake Grove on those types of projects, whether it’s 
safe pedestrian crossings, midwalk crossing, streetlights, and those kinds of things. She wants to 
make sure there’s a direct connection between the projects associated with improving the road and 
the SDCs so that can be more easily required in development. When the Council starts talking 
about public facilities and GO bonds, she doesn’t want to lose entirely the Boones Ferry Road 
project as a potential. There might be some possibilities, depending on what project is put out for a 
vote in November, that might help offset some of the general fund contribution or up front money. 
She believes Council needs to continue to talk about that. It doesn’t have to be the full amount; it’s 
to help give it a boost and get things going. It may be something that can be tied to something else 
and get both sides of town moving.  

Councilor Jordan asked if one urban renewal district can loan money to another urban renewal 
district within the same City. Ms. Juntunen commented that it depends on how creative the 
lawyers are. It has been done, but is not advisable. Ms. Howard indicated that if she asked her 
lawyer, the lawyer would say no.  

Councilor Gudman agreed with Councilor Tierney’s concern about foregone revenue. He believes 
that speaks to keeping the initial formation of the district narrow and focused to 25 years and with 
the projects discussed: the road, the bike lanes, sidewalks, and the parking. He doesn’t think 
there’s support on the Council to have the franchise fees take over this. Mayor Hoffman indicated 
he thought it was worth the conversation. The Council is trying to be creative, to be fair to Lake 
Grove, and to jumpstart Lake Grove.  

Councilor Tierney indicated that when the Council discusses underground utilities and franchise 
fees, he will declare a potential conflict of interest as an employee of PGE. Both underground 
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utilities and franchise fees are directly applicable to PGE. He doesn’t think it precludes him from 
being a part of the conversation. 

Mayor Hoffman asked to go through the questions and get people’s positions. Question one was 
whether they were comfortable with mixed tools and the urban renewal district as a key 
component. Councilor Olson indicated she was not. Councilor Tierney said he was comfortable 
with using urban renewal in large part because he didn’t see any other way of building the street. 
He is concerned that just building the street and even the additional projects that are part of the 
Lake Grove Plan might not be enough to give a direct stimulation to correlating the growth along 
the corridor. That’s the risk. He thinks that urban renewal is the only way to go if the project is to be 
done within the next twenty years. He believes the district should be thirty years because Council 
needs to make sure that the project does the things needed to make it beneficial to economic 
development, as opposed to just building the road. He’s comfortable with up front lending but is 
concerned about the additional revenues. Ms. Juntunen indicated there are basically two chunks 
of money that are not TIF. One is a $3.3 million loan that gets repaid, and the other is the laundry 
list of surface water, street fund, transportation, and SDCs. Councilor Tierney said that SDCs are 
ok, and transportation is ok, but he is uncomfortable with the rest, particularly taking $4 million from 
the street fund when the capital budget has zero for annual street maintenance in every year going 
out for the next four or five. He believes Council needs to be a little more creative to make this 
happen. He has been burned by franchise fees, but believes that Councilor Jordan brings up a 
source of revenue, $750,000, that needs to be considered if Council wants the project to happen. 

Mayor Hoffman said he wanted the Council to get to some place where they can give direction, so 
in terms of mixed tools, the urban renewal district is a key component. He asked if everyone was 
ok with that except for Councilor Olson. Councilor Kehoe said he was ok with mixed tools. He 
shares Counselor Tierney’s concern on a couple of points, but also doesn’t see any other way to 
do the project. Ms. Juntunen confirmed for Councilor Kehoe that if Council’s goal is to start 
Boones Ferry soon, it works much better if there’s up front gap funding. Mayor Hoffman said the 
question boiled down to whether Council wanted to start as soon as possible, and if so, how to do 
it.  

Ms. Howard indicated that it was not necessary for Council to commit this evening to what the 
mixed tools would be. If Council could decide if it wants to go with urban renewal and whether it 
supports a 25 or 30 year plan, ECONorthwest can establish maximum indebtedness for the urban 
renewal plan, and Council can figure out what the mixed tools are. ECONorthwest can establish a 
parameter that shows how much of the Boones Ferry Road project can be purchased with the 
urban renewal plan. Then there is future flexibility to decide exactly how to come up with the 
jumpstart and the other tools. Council’s task then would be to sit down and match the funding date 
to the sources. It’s a balancing act.  

Mayor Hoffman summarized that ECONorthwest was looking for direction in terms of an urban 
renewal district, mixed tools, and a time frame of 25 vs. 30 years, and then would come back to 
Council for decisions on the gap financing. He noted that the Council needed to agree that they 
want to move sooner rather than later. Mr. Williams noted that staff are scheduled to come back to 
Council on May 15 regarding the whole capital facilities discussion. This is one project in that larger 
group of projects. Ideally staff can come back with something creative that Council will like. 

Mayor Hoffman asked if Council was of the same mind in wanting to move forward sooner rather 
than later, since staff would come back with options, saying if the project was to begin sooner, 
Council would need to do specific actions. Councilor Tierney noted that Mr. Egner said the plan 
anticipates a 2014-2015 start to build. Councilor Kehoe indicated he was comfortable with that. 
Councilor Tierney agreed that was the direction, but it needs more details. Mayor Hoffman 
indicated he thought Boones Ferry should be done sooner rather than later, whether in 2014 or 
2015. Council needs to know what the options are and to have a conversation about different 
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choices of money. Councilor Gudman agreed with sooner rather than later. He also thought that 
on the list of $47.8 million in projects that everything except the road and the parking lots should be 
taken out of the picture. The remaining projects should go in the pool of the Capital Improvement 
Program (CIP) to be done, because they are discrete stand-alone projects that can be done on an 
as-funded basis. Ms. Juntunen said that there wasn’t enough TIF to do them anyway. Boones 
Ferry needs to have a very focused plan, because the resources aren’t sufficient to do more, 
although there is more wiggle room in the 30-year plan. 

Ms. Howard indicated that if the amount of money being discussed for allocation to parking is not 
enough, a 26 year plan could be considered. Staff could figure out what the amount needed for 
parking really is, and calculate how long it takes to do Phase One, Phase Two, and the amount of 
parking that really works. Maximum indebtedness would be established that allows the City to do 
the full road and the parking that’s sufficient to address the business community’s needs. 

Councilor Gudman indicated that actual revenues will be different than projected revenues, and 
that that’s an argument for making the term 25 years, since it could be changed to 30 down the 
road as the project moves forward. Ms. Juntunen indicated that the amount of time revenues are 
projected for allows maximum indebtedness to be increased or decreased to cover more or fewer 
projects. The project is tied to the maximum indebtedness number. A higher maximum 
indebtedness number, which would allow more projects to be funded, can be obtained with a 30 
year plan than with a 25 year plan, even though you’re not tied necessarily to that time frame. 

Councilor Jordan noted that she lives in Lake Grove, no one else on the Council does, and she 
doesn’t want a bunch of just parking garages. She wants parking to be a part of greater 
development, as it is in Lakeview Village. The development should offer additional parking, and 
also offer new development and new opportunities for businesses and citizens. She doesn’t know 
how the parking figure comes about, but she doesn’t want three or four parking garages like our 
string of pearls. That’s not what Council imagined. If the plan works better in a 30 year timeframe 
than a 25 year timeframe, to make sure that when parking is done, it is integrated into other private 
partnership opportunities, then she would support 30 years. It could be paid off sooner, but it may 
offer an opportunity to leverage other dollars that Council is not aware of yet or that may come in 
the future. Someday transportation may be funded differently. There might be a different tax 
system in the state of Oregon. A lot of different things will happen over the course of this urban 
renewal district, and Council has to stay open to those kinds of things. Councilor Tierney 
concurred with Councilor Jordan. If the term is 30 years, there is more latitude to do things. Council 
has the discretion, at some time in the future, to change it. If the term is 25 years, maximum 
indebtedness precludes you from doing some things, and he would rather have the options.  

Mayor Hoffman indicated that basically what a 30 year term would do is give future Lake Grove 
business leaders and future Councils more options. The East End development has always been a 
partnership. Councilor Gudman said he wanted to limit the options. Mayor Hoffman indicated 
that he and Councilors Tierney and Jordan were ok with 30 years, but Councilor Olson was not. 
Councilor Tierney indicated he would do whatever was necessary to get six votes. He would 
prefer a 30 year term, but was ok with 25. Councilor Gudman said that his big change of support 
for this is going to the urban renewal district, which is not his preferred choice. So he would ask 
Councilor Tierney to concede on the 25 versus 30. 

Ms. Juntunen said she wanted to be sure it was clear that with the 25 years, there may not be 
enough to do parking. Phase One and Phase Two could probably be funded, but there may not be 
sufficient revenue to support parking. 

Mayor Hoffman confirmed that Councilors Kehoe and Tierney were both comfortable with 25 
years. Councilor Jordan said Council needed to think about what they wanted. She understands 
that projections are always a guess, but that it may take 30 years to pull Boones Ferry together.  
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She said she would do whatever needed to be done; since clearly something needs to be done. 
Councilor Tierney suggested leaving it open for finalization. Councilor Jordan reminded Council 
that staff needs something now. She indicated that what Ms. Howard suggested for parking was 
the right thing. Mayor Hoffman indicated that Council would send a message to future Councils 
that the project should include two phases plus the parking.  

Mayor Hoffman summarized that the Council was in agreement except for Councilor Olson that 
the project is an urban renewal district, that the time frame is sufficient to include a parking 
component, and that it is done sooner rather than later, whether that means two, two and a half, or 
three years from now. Staff will come back to Council, Council will have a menu of items, and 
Council will have a conversation about it.  

Councilor Gudman asked if everyone was ok with having the TriMet number going into the mix. 
The general fund number says $1 million, which is TriMet money the City is getting back; it would 
go back in the general fund. He is suggesting the full amount. Mr. Donaldson indicated that he, 
Ms. Euler, and Mr. Williams want to come back to Council with how this would impact the general 
fund and reserves and what the different options and alternatives are, to help Council understand 
the options. He believes that as Council looks at the budget document and the five year forecast, 
they will think about those things as well. 

Mayor Hoffman indicated that for the record, it looks like five of the Council, with Councilor Olson 
disagreeing, are ok with what was discussed in terms of urban renewal, mixed tools as a key 
component, timeframe necessary to get the parking, and sooner rather than later. Ms. Juntunen 
thanked Council for the feedback and said it was very helpful. 

Mayor Hoffman confirmed that ECONorthwest would be coming back to Council. He didn’t believe 
motions were necessary, because Council has recorded where they are in terms of Lake Grove. 

Councilor Olson wanted to say that she was really concerned about potentially having three 
urban renewal districts in a town the size of Lake Oswego, especially with the gap funding up front 
for the two new urban renewal districts. She questioned philosophically whether this should be the 
City’s role. The City is building roads that don’t generate revenue with TIF. The Council is taking 
$15 million from the schools and $17 million from the general fund with this for something that’s a 
little risky. Portland’s forming an education urban renewal district for Portland State, which is going 
to take $75 million from the state school fund over the next 30 years. Every time an urban renewal 
district is formed, the City takes from the state school fund. Then Council raises franchise fees, or 
there are more local options, or they are asked to give the schools more money. She believes it is 
a vicious cycle and doesn’t think it’s wise.  

Mayor Hoffman thanked everybody for their contributions. 

4.2 Draft Capital Improvement Plan for 2012-2013 to 2016-2017 

Mayor Hoffman noted that the plan covers the next five years.  

Mr. Graham said he had a really brief PowerPoint presentation he wanted to run through, to give 
the Council a good overview of the next five year CIP and some of the things the City is moving 
forward on. With the help of the Finance Department, the Public Works Department has developed 
a really good five year forecast that helps in the planning and programming of CIP projects. As far 
as increased capital delivery, 21 projects have been completed since July 2010. The Department is 
implementing improved project planning and process improvements. Current general fund 
obligations are limiting the funding for parks and open space. Only one project, the Rosemont Trail, 
is shown for funding in the next five years. The Parks Plan 25 is underway and will be completed 
this summer. That will help inform future parks capital projects investment requirements. 
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Councilor Tierney asked if there was a placeholder for implementing funding for any of the 
projects that might come through the parks and recreation plan. Mr. Graham said there was not, 
but that once that plan has been completed and adopted, then it would be applied in the next 
year’s five year capital program. 

Councilor Tierney noted as an editorial aside, that since perhaps Councilor Gudman and 
Councilor Kehoe weren’t aware, when it comes to plans the City spends $250,000-$275,000 to do 
a plan and then has no money to do anything. It makes absolutely no sense and this just reinforces 
this. He is sure staff could have found something to do with $275,000 that was real and physical 
and improved the community as opposed to a plan that tells us what the City should be doing but 
now has no money to do. He thanked Council for allowing him to editorialize. 

Mayor Hoffman pointed out that Councilor Tierney was talking about the Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan. He assumes the idea is that theoretically there would be a Master Plan and then 
there would be a plan for financing, which means you go out for a GO bond in 2016 or 2020. He 
doesn’t know if the Master Plan has that and believes Councilor Tierney has a good point. 
Councilor Tierney confirmed for Mr. Donaldson that projects need to be identified to use the SDC 
money. He noted that there are a whole bunch of unfunded projects that probably would have 
satisfied someone. Councilor Gudman noted that the SDCs that were brought up could only be 
used for expansion of capacity. These projects, with the exception of the first two, and he would 
question the first two, are replacement. All of the projects on page 9 are shelters and bathroom 
replacement. 

Mr. Graham noted that transportation services and projects are generally funded through a 
combination of vehicle registration fees, gas taxes, and a street maintenance fee. Historically, a 
portion of the PGE franchise fees have been applied to the street fund. The current focus of 
transportation CIP projects is on large pavement rehabilitation projects. The Transportation System 
Plan (TSP) which is underway will help inform future decisions regarding roadway capacity and 
other system requirements and enhancements outside of pavement preservation. The big one that 
is unfunded is Boones Ferry. Councilor Gudman commented with regard to Councilor Tierney’s 
point about spending money on plans versus actual projects, that the City could have done a lot of 
transportation projects if they hadn’t spent so much on the TSP. 

Mr. Graham indicated that the focus of Public Works’ interest in the projects is to enhance safety 
or improve capacity at intersections. An example project in the CIP is the citywide intersection 
signalization improvement project which will evaluate signal timings and also develop and 
implement flashing yellow left turns at key intersections. It will also update some signal controllers 
in the system that are out of date. 

Numerous pathway requests have been identified in the community. Currently a consistent 
devoted source of funding for pathway projects does not exist. Two of the projects proposed for 
next year were leveraged with grant and special outside funds. The remaining projects in the CIP 
for next year address safety and/or maintenance issues. The transportation system plan will help 
prioritize and update the pathway projects when it’s completed. 

The primary focus of the water capital investment in the next several years is the LO-Tigard Water 
Partnership. This project will replace the City’s aging water supply system, enabling quality and 
reliable water services to customers. The CIP provides modest investments in the existing 
distribution system to ensure system reliability and improve operational efficiency. The service 
water capital investment strategy within the Five Year CIP is updating and replacing aging assets. 
The City’s updated MS4 permit was recently issued by DEQ which will inform future operational 
and capital investment decisions. Objective funding is not sufficient to replace two pieces of 
equipment and the surface water fund: a combination cleaning truck and a street sweeper which 
have reached the end of their useful lives.  
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Councilor Gudman noted that Council had just reduced the unfunded number of the surface 
water projects, because that includes $3 million for Boones Ferry Road/Lake Grove UGB. Mr. 
Graham indicated if that’s what Council decides to do, then it would delay any projects that are 
currently funded and move them into the future two or three years. Councilor Gudman indicated 
that based on conversation earlier in the evening, he thought it was reasonable that the project for 
surface water for Lower Boones Ferry be moved out of the unfunded up into funded. He clarified 
that he was talking about the CIP plan on page 14, item number 18. Ms. Rooney indicated that 
was a different project. Mr. Graham explained that the City has underground injection controls 
which are basically storm water sumps. Regulations require permitting those, and rehabbing it or 
possibly putting it in pipes. He explained that this project is outside of Boones Ferry in the 
unincorporated areas. Councilor Jordan noted that there’s still storm water that runs through it.  
Ms. Rooney said that to understand the project, looking at page 138, it deals with issues in the 
unincorporated areas of Lake Grove. It is called the Lower Boones Ferry Road, probably a 
misnomer. It’s the Lake Grove Urban Growth Boundary management of surface water, not 
necessarily along the street. Councilor Gudman confirmed that this would not be a case of tearing 
Boones Ferry Road up once it’s done. Mr. Graham indicated there are a number of roads the City 
will be taking over or has that have underground injection controls (UICs) that will need to be 
retrofitted and addressed. Ms. Rooney indicated it’s a low priority but as the City continues to 
annex those properties, it continues to take on the storm water problems that come with them from 
the county not having put in storm water systems. The City acquires all of those problems when the 
properties join the City. Mayor Hoffman noted that it becomes part of the analysis when properties 
annex in and that’s why it’s always here. 

Councilor Olson asked how the UICs were funded and Ms. Rooney indicated that they were 
eventually funded through surface water by storm water customers in the City. The areas are not 
necessarily done until the properties are annexed. When the Clean Streams Plan was developed, 
it also incorporated the City’s eventual responsibilities, which includes the areas that are within the 
Urban Services Boundary (USB). So looking forward, this is an area of great concern for the City. 
From USB standpoint, eventually all this will be in the City, one way or another. So the Plan is 
identifying that as a future cost. It’s not something that’s in the Five Year Plan. Mayor Hoffman 
pointed out that it’s actually mislabeled; it should be USB, not UGB. 

Mr. Graham noted that the Plan is identifying where there are responsibilities that the City will 
have to deal with down the road. Mayor Hoffman noted that the Capital Improvement Plan is for 
capital improvements that are urban services. The City provides urban services within that 
boundary.  

Mr. Graham indicated that the recent focus of the wastewater system investment has obviously 
been the lowest project. This new investment has been successfully operating for the past year 
and he is happy to report that over this last winter, the City had no sewer overflows due to capacity 
in the system. The City’s wastewater master plan is anticipated to be completed this July, and will 
help inform future wastewater system improvements including pipeline renewal projects to address 
pipe defects and reduce system inflow and infiltration. The City of Portland Tryon Creek 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Facility Plan update has just gotten underway and is scheduled to be 
completed about March of 2014. It will inform the City regarding future Tryon Creek wastewater 
treatment plant improvements that the City will be obligated to participate in, since the Tryon Creek 
treatment plant treats water for the City of Lake Oswego.  

Mayor Hoffman noted that as Councilor Olson had requested, it would be nice to have an update 
on the Tryon Creek Wastewater System Plan and discuss what the City might be responsible for 
and not responsible for. Not everything belongs to the City, and it depends on how they 
characterize it. He asked when the Wastewater Master Plan would be available. Mr. Graham 
indicated it would be available by July. 
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Councilor Olson noted that on page 65, there’s a pathway called Carman-Boones Ferry Stairway 
replacement and asked where that is. Councilor Jordan indicated that it’s right by the bus stop on 
the west side of Boones Ferry, before Kruse Way. Carman Oaks is on Carman Drive. It dead ends 
at the end of the street just before it drops down. When it drops down the side of that hill, there’s a 
stairway there so people can get down to the bus stop. 

Mr. Graham said that the Five Year CIP shows the single Facilities project, the ironworker’s 
cottage. Council is currently in deliberations regarding the major capital building facilities, which is 
the unfunded number. Miscellaneous capital includes electronic system upgrades and 
improvements as well as public art and non-rolling stock equipment. There are some significant 
current funding challenges regarding miscellaneous capital that will require future deliberation on 
what the City does. Large capital equipment investments can be described as vehicle 
replacements. There are a number of them over the next five years. These vehicles are necessary 
for the effective and reliable service delivery to City customers. The two unfunded projects are the 
two storm water pieces, the combination cleaner and the street sweeper.  

To summarize this, the first year of the CIP, FY 2012-2013, represents about $36.4 million in 
investment in 20 projects. In years 2-5,  investment is $202.2 million, and the unfunded projects 
total $142.3 million. 

Again, this CIP document continues to be a work in progress providing stakeholders (the Council, 
the community, the boards and commissions, businesses, and residents) a comprehensive 
document regarding the City’s capital investment strategy. As staff learns more about City assets 
and how they perform and the most appropriate operational maintenance strategies to improve 
performance, reduce risk, and maximize useful lives, this document will become a better tool in 
helping Council make decisions. It adds transparency regarding the how, where, and why the 
precious financial resources of the community are invested in public infrastructure. Mr. Graham 
thanked Council for their time and indicated he would answer any questions. 

Councilor Tierney complimented Mr. Graham and his staff on the CIP, saying it was very well 
done, comprehensive, and easy to read and understand. His concern is it challenges Council to 
find some money. Page 9 lists one park project, everything else is unfunded. On page 10, 
transportation has an annual pavement preservation program, with no money in years 2013-14, 
14-15, or 15-16. For the annual water rehabilitation, there is $200,000 in the out years, a million 
dollars this year. He estimates the City could probably use a million dollars every one of those 
years to really take care of those pipes. The annual wastewater pipeline rehabilitation, there’s no 
money in the out years, and he believes it’s the same with surface water. Council needs to find the 
money to fund those, or the title should be changed to When We Want To. Council needs to find 
some resources to take care of his concern on using such an amount on Boones Ferry. Staff will 
need to help Council; there are sources. There are opportunities to increase funding, but it means 
increasing fees. That has to be correlated, and some tough decisions need to be made.  

Councilor Gudman concurred with the CIP being a very good piece of work and compliments to 
Mr. Graham and the team of people who put it together. He particularly likes, on the cover letter, 
that this year 100% of the allocated pavement preservation dollars put in the budget are being 
spent, and that hasn’t been the case in the past. He hopes during this budget process that Council 
finds more dollars staff can spend 100% of. One question is whether the Planning and the Budget 
Committees also received copies of the CIP. Mr. Graham indicated they would be receiving it.  

Councilor Gudman noted that while LORA is a distinct entity, its budget is nonetheless dollars 
from the same community. He believes it should somehow be included in the CIP, either as a 
standalone section, or with the LORA projects in the appropriate area that they go in, whether it’s 
roads or utilities or wherever. Not to include LORA capital dollars in the CIP understates the 
investments the City has. Mayor Hoffman said that LORA dollars come from the LORA district, 
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they basically belong to downtown. Councilor Gudman agreed, but said that as far as the citizens 
are concerned, it’s all money from citizens’ pockets. He noted that he doesn’t dictate where his 
property tax dollars go, they just go to Clackamas County and then they get disbursed back. LORA 
has capital projects the City is undertaking, using the LORA vehicle to accomplish. He believes 
those projects should be included in this five year CIP. Councilor Olson said she understood 
Councilor Gudman’s point. The CIP doesn’t include the library, since it is part of LORA. Council 
knows the City is building a library, but it’s not in the CIP. Council knows why, but the general 
public would look at it and not know why. 

Mr. Hooper indicated that the reason LORA is not in the CIP is that staff was trying to have the 
CIP match the budget. If LORA is put in, it’s not going to match the City’s budget because there 
are two different districts. So it would be a major change in the way the CIP is prepared. He noted 
that LORA has a CIP of its own, and that’s the reason it’s not included. He agrees with Councilor 
Gudman, but said staff wanted the CIP to be clear and concise and have a matched budget so that 
it very clearly goes from apples to apples. That didn’t happen before. Councilor Gudman noted 
that there’s a separate subsection in the one document. Since he was one who complained about 
not being able to tie the budget to the actual results, he fully concedes it. He believes that the 
City’s actual results also include LORA. He said it’s not a big deal for him; he just wanted to raise it 
as an issue. Councilor Olson said she doesn’t concede it. She believes the library should go on 
page 15, at the bottom where it lists all the things that are unfunded. Councilor Tierney indicated 
that he thinks it should be added because a significant piece of the proposal would be a general 
obligation bond. Mayor Hoffman said it would be an easy addition. 

Councilor Jordan asked if the kinds of things that Council is talking about for Boones Ferry will be 
identified in the CIP more fully and specifically, what they were talking about for SDC capturing and 
that kind of instead of just a line item that says Phase One and Phase Two. Mr. Graham indicated 
that items like that would be broken out in appropriate parts of the document as Council makes 
decisions on where and how things will be funded. 

Councilor Jordan asked about annual street lighting conversion for Mountain Park and Red Fox 
Hills. Mr. Graham indicated it’s a developing program. This first year, most of the work in Mountain 
Park will be to replace some wiring. Staff is anticipating doing some work on lighting in Mountain 
Park every year for the next five years. Councilor Jordan noted another area where lighting would 
be done is unfunded. Mr. Graham indicated that as staff gets a better understanding of the City’s 
assets, and their condition and remaining life, staff will be able to better forecast where specific 
improvements and investments will be made, and how the City can best leverage dollars. He noted 
that Public Works is a work in progress. He is proud of the work the team has done. Most of the 
team is new. He and Ms. Rooney have both been in the Department about three years. He 
believes the team will continue to improve and appreciates Council’s comments as to what the 
Department might do to make the CIP a more useful tool. The Council has tough decisions to 
make and he thinks the CIP can help in making those decisions.  

Mayor Hoffman indicated that the May 1 hearing had a conflict, because an annexation issue was 
noticed. Mr. Powell indicated that the annexation could be re-noticed and a notice could be posted 
on the door. Courtesy notices could be sent to people known to be interested in the meeting. If the 
Council wanted to make a motion to move all the items from the May 1 calendar to another date, 
May 14 or 15, that would also be fine. Mayor Hoffman said that if items could be consolidated, 
they would be. Some things would be moved around.   

5. ADJOURNMENT 

Mayor Hoffman adjourned the meeting at 9:44 p.m. 
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 Respectfully submitted, 
 Catherine Schneider   /s/ 
 _____________________________ 
 Catherine Schneider 

City Recorder 
 

APPROVED BY THE City Council  
ON June 19, 2012   
Jack D. Hoffman         /s/  
Jack D. Hoffman, Mayor 
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